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The search for and the study of new neutron-rich isotopes of the 
lightest elements have two main goals. One is to establish the limit 
of particle stability and to find out whether pure neutron nuclei 
exist at all. The other purpose is to get information about the 
properties of nuclei in the vicinity of the limits of stability, as it 
is expected that they differ from the known trends. Deapite the fact 
that in the region of the lightest elements experiments have allowed 
to approach the limit of nuclear stability, one cannot definitely say 
that it has been reached as only a few unatable nuclei have been 
discovered up till now. Explanation to this can be found in that 
experiments for the production end study of quasietationary or un
stable nuclear systems are much more difficult to perform then those 
aimed at the direct discovery of particle stable nuclei. 

A special place in this problem belongs to the heavy isotopes of 
the lighteat elements hydrogen, helium and lithium, and also to the 
multlneutron ayatema. In thia region, in addition to v-ray and p 
emission, the nuclei may decay with high probability by the emission 
of neutrons, g/L particlea and even heavier cluaters. Among all these 
decay modes it ia only the particle emission that can take place 
"instantaneously" according to the nuclear time scale. As a reault, 
when factors inhibiting particle emiaaion do not exist,the nuclear 
stability ia determined, as a rule, by nucleon emiaaion. However, even 
particle unstable nuclei may live long enough. Different explanations 
of this can be given Including selection rules for iaoapln, the small-' 
nees of phaaa apace of the ayatem.'s final atete, varloua typaa of 
Inhibition culea for the transition of nucleona from one nuclear shell 
to another, the centrifugal barrier, etc. In ref. the different 
particle unstable nuclear atatas are clasalfied In three categories 
depending on their lifetiaaai 1) radioactive nuclei - nuclei that live 

12 
for time t>10 at 2) quaaiatationary nuclear atatea - nuclear stat
es, energetically unatable to particle decay and living long enough 

12 22 
according to the nuclear time acale (10 s > t > 1 0 s)i J) unatable 
nuclei with lifetimes t « 1 0 " 2 2 a. 
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Quasistationary states usually manifest themselves as resonances 
in the cross sections of different processes. The width Г of these 
resonances is connected to the lifetimes of the corresponding nuclear 
states uia the relationship t = - a r < e U ) — (sec). Thus, a necessary 
condition for the existence of a quasistationary state is that its 

22 i~ 
lifetime t » 10 s. This is equivalent to having l<c 6.6 MeV. 

Pig. 1 presents the neutron vs proton diagram for the lightest 
elements (Z £ 4). It is in this nuclear region that the greatest 
neutron excess has been reached up till now (N/Z = 3). It can be seen 
that a few nuclei have been synthesized in their quasistationary stat
es. This means that in the region of the lightest elements nuclei are 
experimentally produced already beyond the limits of nuclear stability. 
Actually the only way to study nuclei with a neutron to proton ratio 
N/Z>2.5 and lying close to the limits of stability at present seems 
to be via investigations in the region of the lightest elements. The 
structure of these nuclei may prove to be extremely unexpected. Besid
es, at some specific circumstances it may happen that there are no 
limitations to nuclear stability and even a new stability region may 
be found for extremely large values of the N/Z ratio. A kind of 
illustration to this is the system of two neutrons (dineutron) which 
is known to be unbound. However, the dineutron is unbound by only about 
70 keV. A small change in the N-N interaction potential could make the 
dineutron stable. The addition of more neutrons might act as if greater 
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Fig. 1. The Z us N diagram for the light elements with 
Z<5.The thick and dashed lines to the neutron drip-line: 
O - stable nuclei, • - radioactive nuclei, D - neutron un
stable nuclei. For nuclei with question marks the 
existence either of stable or unstable ground states 
has not yet been proved 
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attraction is present, as is, for example, the case of two neutrons and 
an oL particle: neither the syetem n-n nor the system n- <*- are stable, 
but two neutrons and an <=C particle form together the particle stable 

(. /2/ 
nucleus He. From the microscopic calculations of A.Baz it follows 
that by a smell increase in the potentials, which practically do not 
change the phaseв of nucleon-nucleon scattering, it is possible to 
stabilize the neutron nuclei in case the number of neutrons is not less 
then a few tens. 

The experimental investigations at the neutron drip-line in the 
region of the lightest elements was started by the pioneer work of 
Yu.A.Batusov, V.U.Sidorov et al. who discovered the quasistationary 
nucleus Be unstable with respect to the decay into He + 2p. On the 
other hand, in the paper of Yu.B.Zel 'dovich it was pointed out that 
the light neutron-rich nuclei might be much more stable and the 
existence of the particle stable He was predicted. 

This prediction strongly stimulated not only the search for and 
hence the discovery of this nucleus but also the extention of investiga
tions in this direction. Eight neutron-rich nuclei of the quasistation
ary type were observed: 2n, 4H, 6H, 5He, 7He, 9He, 1 DLi and 1 3Ве. In 
addition,the three systems n, H and H were found to be neither 
stable nor quasistationary. 

For the synthesis of neutron-rich light nuclei usually neutron 
beams from high flux reactors or high energy proton beams have been us
ed. Much greater possibilities sppeared with the production of 
intensive pion beams at the meson factories. Along with this the 
acceleration of heavy-ions of a broad range of masses and energies up 
to about 1 GevYnucleon has opened new ways to the study of exotic 
nuclei far from the valey of stability. 

In the studies of new isotopes much attention is paid to the 
measurement of their mass excess ss it presents the first quantitative 
information about their atructure. 

Binary reactions have been successfully used so far as a direct 
method to measure the mass ехсеэв of nuclei. On the basis of the obtain
ed values conclusions' are made as to whether these nuclei ere stable 
or not. Binary reactions yield two products in the exit channel. The 
application of binary reactions for mass excess measurements is 
particularly useful when the product under study is weakly bound or 
even unbound. Measuring the energy apectrum of one of the products, 
which haa to be particle atable, conclusions can be drawn about the 
properties of the other one - information is obtained about the mass 
excess of the studied nucleus in its ground state and also the existence 
of any excited states can be established (see fig. 2). This method has 
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Fig. 2. A schematic presentation 
of energy spectra corresponding 
to three cases of nuclei: 
particle stable, quasiBtationsry 
(metastable) and unstable nuclei 
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often been used to determine the mass excess of weakly bound nuclei in 
pion double charge exchange reactions , and recently also in heavy-
ion-induced reactions . Among the latter are reactions in which fast 
exchange of few nucleone between the target and projectile nuclei takes 
place. 

Reactions leading to the formation of exotic nuclei are character
ized as s rule by a strongly negative reaction Q-value (-30-60 MeU), 
hence what one deals with are very low reaction cross sections. Besid
es, the angular distributions of such reactions are strongly forward 
peaked while it is well known that at forward angles the cross section 
for elastic scattering is significant too. These circumstances put some 
severe restrictions in choosing the experimental technique. The beet 
tools to be used in such experiments are the magnetic analyzers, which 
give precise energy measurements and are also able to eeparate the 
etudied producte from quite a significant fraction of other reaction 
products. Magnetic spectrometers are being uaed in many laboratories 
where exotic light nuclei are studied, e.g. the LISE facility at GANIL 
(France), the QME/2 spectrometer, at Dareaburry (England), the EPICS 
spectrometer at Los Alamos (USA), the spectrometer HSP-144 at Dubna.etc 
As a rule the energy resolution of magnetic spectrometers is about 
200 keV, they eubtend a solid angle of a few milisteradians, and have a 
sensitivity to about 1 nb/sr. The Dubna HSP-144 magnetic spectrometer 
was used to systematically study the heavy isotopes of hydrogen and 
helium, and also some multineutron systems produced in heavy-ion-induc
ed reactiona (see fig. 3). 
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beam (20^> fig. 3. Experimental set-up used in the Dubne 
experiments on neutron-rich light nuclei 
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A great deal of experimental work has been dedicated to the study 
of helium isotopes. It has been unambiguously shown that He, He g 5 
and He are particle unstable. The isotope He is found to be unbound 
by 0.89 MeV, while the isotope He is unbound by only 0.45 MeV. The 
increase of stability for greater A is even stronger for the particle 
stable isotopes He snd He. A definite explanation of such a behaviour 
in the stability of helium isotopes has not been found yet. A burning 
point for the studies of the stability of the heavy helium isotopes was 
the experiment carried out by K.Seth at Los Alamos to measure the mass 9 excess of the particle unstable He produced in the pion OCX reaction 
/7/ 9 
'. Although negative the neutron binding energy in He obtained from 

thia experiment (B n = -1.14 MeV) exceeds by 1 - 2.5 MeV the predicted value Л/ 
/8/ In ref. the results of experiments aimed to messure the mass 

of He in the OCX reaction Be( C, 0) He are presented. The enhance
ment in the energy spectrum of 0 over the phase space for the break-

9 в up of He into He * n led to the determination of a mass exceas value 
9 9 + 

for He equal to дМ( He) =-42.2 - 1.1 MeV. From thia mass measurement a 
9 + 

value of В (He) = -2.5 - 1.1 MeV was deduced. This ie in agreement /7/ 9 with the results of ref. . The He production crose section аав claimed to be about 0.2 ub/sr. If the vslue of the mass excess of 9He /II • obtained in ref. is used, on the basis of the Gervey-Kelson mass 
formula the isotope He is predicted to be stable with respect to one 
neutron decay (Bn = +0.93 MeV), but unstable against two neutron decay 
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(В- = -1.66 HeU). These estimates, however, have uncertainties not 
1П less than 1 HeУ and that is why the stability of He with respect to 

Q 

the decay into He + 2n cannot be completely ruled out. Thus the stabi
lity of He is a question of principal interest as far as the limit of 
particle stability in the region of the lightest elements is concerned. 
A direct answer to this question can be given by experiment only. The 
determination of the energy of a quasistationary state in He (in the 
case of its instability) would help to understand the reason for the 
so-called "helium anomaly"'. 

As far as investigations on hydrogen isotopee are concerned no 
experimental evidence has been found yet for the existense of a partic
le stable hydrogen isotope with A ̂ .4. At the same time it hss been 
shown experimentally that quasistationary states exist in systems 
consisting of one proton and J or 5 neutrons ( H and H) . The ener
gy spectrum of 0 is shown in fig. 4. Here 0 is the complementary 
partner of H in the exit channel о f the U B /9/ ref. ' . The absence of any events of energies higher than 79.3 MeV 
(which corresponds to the formation of the H system with zero excita
tion energy with respect to the H + n break-up) indicates the non
existence of any bound statea in H. The full line in the figure 
represents the sum of phase space contributions from different multi-
body exit channels taking into account all possible decay modes of H. 
The difference between the experimental points and the phase space 
distribution reeulted in a peak which liee at an energy of about 
3.5 - 0.5 HeV above the 3H + n mass and its width is about 1 HeV. The 
exiatence of this peak can be explained by the n-T interaction in the 
final state. As can be seen from fig. 4, the possible existence of a 
second resonant atate in H at about 5 HeV cannot be excluded. 

Up till now no evidence for a bound or unbound Btate of H has 
been reported. 

A quaaietttlonary state at 2.6 ± 0.5 HeV having a width Га 1.8 HeV 
hai been observed for H In heavy-ion-induced reactions ' . 

Experiments carried out in order to search for a quaaiatationary 
atate in the H syatem have not given any positive results. 

The diacovery of the quasiatationary state of H ia of great 
interest becauae it is for the firat time that a nuclear system with 
tuch a big neutron to proton ratio, N/Z = 5, has been observed. Another 
very Important reeult ia that H ie more bound than the H ayatemi 
experiments give -2.7 MeV and -3.5 HeV for single neutron separation 
energiea of 6H and 4H, respectively. In this sense the *H and £H 
systems behave similarly as the palra He - He and sHe - 8He, for 
which an extra binding trend la obaerved with the addition of two more 
neutrons ("the helium anomaly"). 
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The results of raf. ' make it necessary to look in a new way 
at the ргоЫвт of the existence of unbound nuclear aystems. Up till now 
it was believed that nuclei with an even number of neutrons are more 
stable than those with an odd number of neutrons. In the hydrogen 
isotopes we come to a situation when the iaotopes H and H having an 
odd number of neutrons exist in a quasistationary state. At the aame 
time H and H,while having an even number of neutrone,seem not to 
exiat at all, although it cannot be completely ruled out that they 
might have binding energiea close to zero which exceed those of H snd 
H. A quantitative explanation of this is given in ref. , where the 
role of the centrifugel barrier Is considered. In the саве of an even 
number of neutrons the letter couple end the orbital momentum of the 
pairs with respect to the rest may be L s 0. Thia can poseibly lead, 
depending on the efficiency of the coupling,to an increaee of the 
transition probability of the centrifugal barrier end, hence, to the 
Increase in the decay width. Thus, even though the decay energy might 
not be large, particle unstable nuclei with an even number of neutrone 
may not exiat. On the other hand, in the caae of nuclei having an 
unpaired neutron in e state with L / Q, this neutron, must overcome the 
centrifugal barrier what leads to a finite value of Г. Obvioualy this 
fact may be responsible for the existence of the quasistationary H and 
H system». Therefore of principal importance ie the search for H. 

Much experimental and theoretical work haa been devoted to the 
search for particle etable or quasistationary systems of two, three, 
four and more neutrons. 



It has been shown that the dineutron system is unbound. This also 
follows from the hypothesis of the charge invariance of nuclear farces. 
As it has been shown in the work of A.Baz et ab , if the tetra-
neutron ( n) is stable, then heavier multineutron systems have a high 
probability to exist too, and even neutron droplets might be expected 
to be stable. Moreover, it was also shown that despite an eventual 
non-existence of the tetraneutron,it is quite probable that heavier 
multineutron systems would exist.because the surface tension would lead 
to a critical size of a "neutron droplet" much larger than that of the 
tetraneutron. The latest theoretical predictions on the subject of the 
stability of n and n are quite controversary: from complete absence 
of resonant states in these systems to the possible existence of a 
stable tetreneutron. 

In order to synthesize the tetraneutron experimentalists have 
tried many reaction types. Application has been made of nuclear fission 
with deuterons, thermal and fast neutrons, of fragmentation reactions, 
of charge exchange reactions, of light nuclei break-up after pion 

e a capture. Use has been made also of reactions induced by He and HHe, 
the reactions Т(Я",У") and He(v\ 21Г ). Multineutrons have been detected 
either by a time-of-flight method or by means of induced activity with 
a consequent radiochemical separation of the decay products of nuclei 
having capturedthe multineutrons. Only the authors of ref. , where 
the activation approach has been used, claim to have observed stable 
multine'utrons. It must be, however, noted that such experiments demand 
a target of high purity and a very severe account of different furtui-
tious events. It seems that an unambiguous answer to the question of 
multineutron stability can be reached in experiments involving the 
measurement of the energy spectrum of the complementary product. In 
this case, not only a conclusion about the system's stability can be 
drawn, but also about the system's masB. 

/12/ In ref. ' experiments are described in which with high 
sensitivity the energy spectra of oxygen isotopes were measured in the 
binary reaction Li( B» • 0) ' n. The aim of these experiments had 
been to study the n and n systems. The oxygen energy spectra are 
shown in fig. 5. The dashed line in fig. 5a represents the phase space 
distribution corresponding to a five-body break-up in the exit channel, 
viz. 7Li + U B — » - 1 4 0 + n + n + n + n. The full line in fig. 5b 
corresponds to the four-body phase space for the reaction Li + В -~-
0 + n + n + n. By comparing the calculated phaae apace and the 

experimental points it is seen that in the region of zero neutron bind
ing energy in the n system about б events can be considered. However, 
because of low statistics no definite conclusions concerning the nature 
of these events has been offerred. 
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The existence of the stable tetraneutron and its properties can be 
connected with the resonance T = 2 in a system of four nucleons. For 
this resson many experiments have been carried out to search for a T=2 
state in the nuclei He, Li. The interaction jh the p + He system 
has been studied too. 

All attempts to find a T = 2 resonance in a system of four nucle-
опв have'been unsuccessful so far. 

Nevertheless the interest in the stability of multineutron nuclei 
remains very high. A greet lot of theoretical work still predicts the 
stability of very neutron-rich nuclei (in particular, the magic nucleus 
n) and even the existence of neutron droplets. These questions do not 
concern nuclear physics alone, but also have an astrophysical aspect. 
That is why further experimental and theoretical work in this field ie 
still песезвагу. 
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This problem could be dealt with from a different point of view. 

It is enough to recall that very neutron-rich light nuclei (such as 17 29 26 a 
B, F, °0 etc.) could after p-decay emit clusters or a few 

neutrone (see fig. 6). The firet experiments induced by heavy ions of 
energies up to 100 NeV/nucleon have shown that projectile fragmentation 
reactions are an efficient tool for the production of new very neutron-
rich light nuclei (fig. 7). The probability of producing isotopes with 
mosses cloee to the projectile mass was shown to be dependent on the 
N/Z ratio of the projectile. In such a case very perspective seemed to 

АО 
be Ca beams. The first results on the synthesis of neutron-rich 48 nuclei in Ca-induced reactions were obtained at the BEVALAC (USA). 

АО 
As the intensity of the Ca beams delivered in GANIL le much higher, 
about two ordere of magnitude larger yieldB could be expected there. 
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Fig. 6. Decay'schemes of F 

Fig. 7. Isotopic distribution of 
Z=14 nuclei in 4 0Ca-, 4 0Ar- and 
Ca-induced reactions at about 

50 MeV/nucleon 

In order to eynthesize new neutron-rich light nuclei an experiment waa 
performed by a collaboration Dubna - GANIL using accelerated Co ions 
with an energy of about 50 MeV/nucleon ' . The results of this 
experiment are presented with the help of a N-Z diagram shown in fig.В 
Twenty five new isotopes have been synthesized, including the heaviest 

29 24 32 
stable isotopes for some elements F t 0 f Ne. Some other neutron-
rich light nuclei have been obtained with rather high probability which 

• s n n a a a s « « « N 
Fig. 8. Z va N diagram for light nuclei. The black squares 
represent nuclei discovered in 4 8Ca- and 40Ca-lnduced reac
tions studied at GANIL 
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allowed to study their characteristics such as mass excess and half-
life. The neutron decay of these nuclei was studied with the experi
mental set-up shown in fig. 9. Earlier neutron multiplicity measure
ments were carried out for the decay of В . The obtained data 
showed that В can decay by the emission of 1,2,3 or k neutrons with 
probabilities P l n = 62, P 2 n = 0.11, Р ? п = 0.33, P f t n = 0.004 (see 
fig. 1 0 ) . Thus,an unambiguous answer to the question whether multineu-
tron systems exist or not could be given in correlation measurements, 
where neutrons are detected after the A-decay of the neutron-rich 
light nuclei. Such correlation experiments are planned in Oubna and 
in GANIL with the help ofa^TT -neutron detector consisting of 200 He-
counters. Such a system would allow to register any correlation between 
the emitted neutrons. Another way of solving this problem is to measure 
the recoil energy of the residual nucleus after neutron emission. The 
recoil energy E of a neutron decaying nucleus should be proportional 

to the one neutron separation energy E . Therefore the recoil energy 
17 

sfter the emission of x-neutrons by the В nucleus is equal to 

Fig. 9. A schematic presentation of an 
experimental set-up for the study of 
delayed neutron emission and measure-

morftrofer + ad m e n f c Q f n e u t r o n multiplicity in the 
decay of exotic nuclei 
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E W и ' E . In tho case of isotropic neutron emission from a loosely 
bound system the recoil energy is less than 0.1 HeU. At a production 
rate of В about 0.4 nuclei per aecond and at a 4-neutron emission 
probsbility P . = 4x10 , it is possible to detect about 300 events 
per 48 hours corresponding to 4n-emission and much more 2n- and 3n-
evante at the aame time. It is expected that such experiments may let 
ue know do multineutron syatema exiat or not. Obvioualy it ia most 
important to produce at first the A-decaylng nuclei with sufficiently 
large cross section. 
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Оганесян Ю.Ц. и др. Е7-89-126 
Нентроноизбыточные ядра легчайших элементов 

Представлен обзор экспериментальных исследований, про
веденных в Лаборатории ядерных реакций ОИЯИ, по стабильно
сти сильно нейтроноизбыточных изотопов легких элементов. 
Представлены результаты по измерению дефектов масс изото
пов **Н, 5Н, 6 Н , 7 Н , а также сверхтяжелых изотопов Не в 
реакциях с тяжелыми ионами. Приведены результаты совмест
ного Дубна-ГАНИЛ /Франция/ эксперимента по синтезу и изу
чению свойств новых нейтроноизбыточных ядер легких эле
ментов. Анализируются новые возможности исследования муль-
тинейтронного распада легких ядер. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных реакций ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1989 

Oganessian Yu.Ts. et al. L7-89-126 
Neutron-Rich Isotopes of the Lightest Elements 

A review is presented of the experimental investiga
tions on the stability of very neutron-rich light nuclei 
carried out at the JINR Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions. 
Results on mass excess measurements are reported for H, 
SH, 6H, 7H and for the superheavy helium isotope sHe. 
Some results from the joint JINR-GANIL experiment on the 
search for and study of new neutron-rich light nuclei 
are also given. Analysed are new possibilities for the 
investigation of multineutron decay of light nuclei. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Reactions, JINR. 
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